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THE INSPIRATION
SeJames Humphey
Writer, Producer, Director & Actor
Nice Guys Finish Last

After watching an episode of TV One’s show Unsung Hollywood
about the movie “The Best Man”, I was inspired by the movie’s
writer, director, and producer, Malcolm D. Lee talk about his
vision of portraying professional and successful black people in a
different light from the traditional Hollywood narrative.
He said major studios passed on the movie because they couldn’t
understand how educated black people could curse and use
derogatory language such as the N-word in their daily
conversations.
Like Malcolm, I wanted to go against the grain and write and
produce movies that are relatable to my life as an educated,
successful black man. So, I started my own production company,
Into The Sunset Productions, to tell untold stories about the
African American experience from different perspectives and
inspirational lessons.
For my first feature film, Nice Guys Finish Last, I wanted to
showcase the modern dating world from a black male’s point of
view. The film follows the traditional black romantic comedy
structure, but with a few surprising twists and cultural
references from popular topics on "Black Twitter".
Straying away from the news media’s constant stories about
race baiting, police violence, and politics, I wrote this movie to
give my audience a break from all the negativity and showcase
black professionals in a relevant and positive light.
Filmed entirely in my home city and state, Little Rock, Arkansas, I
wanted to showcase the beauty that Little Rock offers and give
young and rising actors of color the opportunity to star in roles
they normally wouldn’t get the chance to addition for and play in.
My ultimate goal with the release of this film is to spark public
discussions about the professional African American
experiences and empower my audience to authentically and
unapologetically express their blackness.

SHORT SYNOPSIS
James Wilson is a successful black man that seems to have it all together. He has all
the material things a man could dream of and women find him simply irresistible. Yet,
he prides himself on being a nice guy that goes against all odds of being labeled the
stereotypical playboy.
As he prepares to propose to whom he believes is the love of his life, he stumbles upon
her secret double life. Devastated by her betrayal, he decides to take his best friends’
advice and shed his nice guy image.
Everything seems to be all fun and games as he goes on a series of dates until he meets
another girl that he thinks potentially could be the “one”.
As their relationship blossoms, he is blindsided again by another shocking revelation.
Maybe nice guys really do finish last or maybe they just need to open their eyes to
what is directly in front of them.

ACT 1

LONG SYNOPSIS

James Wilson is a successful Finance Officer that prides himself on being a nice guy and
faithful to his girlfriend Shell. Yet, he is constantly teased and questioned by his two best
friends and female co-workers on his staunch stance on living a monogamist lifestyle.
Despite the daily ridicule and temptation from other women, James remains loyal to his
girlfriend and his core moral values of being a good guy. One night after a long day of
work, James and his two best friends Josh and Kevin decide to meet up and attend an
afterhours spot with his two female co-workers Anne and Kay. Before James meets up
with the group, he meets up his best female friend and work wife, Mercedes. During their
meeting, he divulges to her his plan to propose to his girlfriend Shell. Mercedes reassures
him he is doing the right thing and tells him she wishes she had a man like him because of
her bad luck in dating. After meeting with Mercedes, James unites with the group at the
afterhours spot. As they are hanging out and having a good time, James shockingly
catches his girlfriend Shell at the same spot cheating on him with another man and
woman.
ACT 2
Devastated by Shell's betrayal, James avoids communicating with her as he deals with his
new normal of being a single man. James and Kevin convince him to ditch his nice guy
persona and try the bachelor lifestyle with them. As he navigates through the dating
scene with the help of his friends and nosey co-workers, Anne and Kay, he begins to enjoy
his singlehood and newfound freedom of being unattached. After a series of one-night
stands and dates from hell, James meets a new one woman, Keisha, who catches his
interest. Keshia and James begin dating and once again his friends and co-workers on are
on his case about being going back to the monogamous lifestyle.
ACT 3
Finally, after thinking he has found the “one” again, James and Keisha’s relationship begin
to go downhill…quickly. From a random encounter with Keisha’s ex-boyfriend and a
surprising announcement from his ex-girlfriend Shell, James comes to the revelation that
maybe nice guys really do finish last. Yet, being the ever optimistic and hopeless
romantic, James decides to try to work things out with Keisha. Overwhelmed with
everything that has just conspired in their relationship, Keisha decides to break things off
with James, but not before confessing she had an entanglement with one of his best
friends before they dated. Once again, James is single, but maybe not for long as he
realizes the love he had been searching for was right in front of him.

MEET THE CAST
SeJames Humphrey
SeJames Humphrey is
an experienced stage
play and screenplay
actor that has been a
part of several
projects. This is his
first project as writer,
producer, lead actor,
and director.

Danielle Maner
Danielle Maner is a
fearless, magnetic,
classic beauty; an
actress who shines
on stage and film.
Danielle has been in
productions such as
the Vagina
Monologues and
Invisible Life.

Shamber Uzuh
Shamber Uzuh is a
registered nurse by
day and actress by
night. Shamber has
been featured in
several short films
and stage play
productions,
including a play at
the The Arkansas
Repertory Theatre.

Alivea Disney
Alivea Disney is
an actress and
producer, known
for Mayberry Man
(2021), Fatal
Following (2021)
and Danger in the
Spotlight (2021).

Roderick Minger
Roderick Minger is
a comedian, actor,
and popular radio
personality in the
Atlanta, GA. Rod
has performed in
over stage plays,
and has appeared
on the Starz hit TV
series “Survivor’s
Remorse.

Larry Jenkins Jr.
Larry Jenkins Jr. is
an actor and
Executive Producer
for Into The Sunset
Productions. Larry
has been involved
in multiple stage
plays and screen
productions in
Little Rock, AR.

Shuntel Renay Hall
Shuntel Renay Hall is
well known Georgia
actress. Her niche as
the young, sassy, and
stern go-getter has
landed her roles in
both TV & Film
productions.

Kymm Jean-Noel
Kymm Jean-Noel is
an writer, director,
and actor best
known for the
projects The
Dispute (2022),
NGFL: Nice Guys
Finish Last (2021)
and Escapism (2020).

Veronica Dillard
Veronica Dillard is a
creative actress,
voice-over artist,
producer, and
comedian. The
Chicago native, has
been featured in
several movies,
commercials, stage
plays, and TV
Shows.

MEET THE TEAM
SeJames Humphrey
Writer, Producer, Director & Actor
SeJames Humphrey is the Founder and Visionary of Into The Sunset Productions, a
production company that develops and produces feature films and documentaries that
tell the untold stories of African Americans communities with different perspectives
and inspirational lessons. After becoming disheartened at the lack of opportunities
and roles for African American actors like himself in the central Arkansas and
surrounding areas, SeJames took matters into his own hands. He began writing and
filming his own projects to cast more African American actors in lead roles. Inspired by
his little league football coach Ed Johnson, SeJames wrote and produced his first
documentary, "Into The Sunset" in 2018.

LiveSosa Mays

Jenifer "Cofy" Davis

Director Of Photography

1st Assistant Director

LiveSosa Mays strikes an artful
balance between
Director/producer,
songwriter/artist. Through the
emergence of his own brand of
soulful street poetry and
dramatized energetic film style,
LiveSosa is on a mission to put
his home state on his back
through his amazing film work
and music platform.

Jenifer “Coffy” Davis is a poet,
author, and speaker. She has written
multiple films, books, and stage
plays. In 2004 Coffy became a
trailblazer and created the
Underground Railroad
Neighborhood project (TURN
project) an initiative that bridged art
and literacy with at-risk
communities. She first became
known for her stage play,
FREEDOM.

Kyle T. Miller

Michael "Shay" Stout

Executive Producer

Executive Producer

Originally from the world of
theatre, Kyle T. Miller broke
into film with his first feature
GOD's PURPOSE in 2015.
GOD's PURPOSE won the
Chicago Black Film Festival and
received National and
International distribution. In
2017, Kyle formed KTM
Productions, a media
production company that
specializes in Film, Music and
Television production.

A Little Rock native, Michael
"Shay" Stout has produced
several films and commercials
since graduating from the
MFA Filmmaking program at
the University of Central
Arkansas. His films are wide
ranging from genre to content
and have garnered accolades
around the state and across
the country.
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